
Contact us at experiencenz@unitec.ac.nz 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS

1.  Experience NZ tours are the name Unitec Institute of Technology gives to
its student introductions to New Zealand customs.

2. In addition, you agree to comply with Unitec’s terms conditions. These are
as follows:

3.  Any reference in these Terms and Conditions to “Experience NZ”, “we” or
“us” is a reference to Unitec Institute of Technology. Any reference to
“you” or “your” is a reference to a student participant.

4.  Experience NZ events may be limited to a certain number of participants
and your place will be confirmed only after full payment has been received.

5. All prices are quoted in NZ dollars ($NZ).

6.  Experience NZ aims to provide a safe and happy experience for all
individuals on a trip or activity and welcomes students with special needs
or disabilities. However, please note:

a)  Participants must advise Experience NZ of any
medical, physical or other special needs that may require assistance or 
accommodation before any trip or activity commences.

b)  It is the participant’s responsibility to ensure medical and physical fitness 
for the trip or activity they have registered on and Experience NZ may 
impose safety requirements necessary for the safety of the trip or 
activity. Experience NZ may exclude any individual from participating in a 
trip
or activity if that individual’s participation represents a threat to health or 
safety.

c)  Experience NZ does not provide personal devices (such as wheel chairs or 
hearing aids) or personal services (such as assistance in walking, eating or 
dressing). Any student who requires personal assistance, devices or 
services must be accompanied by a companion capable of providing that 
assistance on all trips or activities.

7.  All individuals choosing to participate in the Experience New Zealand
Programme do so voluntarily and solely at their own risk.
By participating, you agree that you understand that there are inherent
risks in the activities.

8.  Experience NZ does not provide medical attention beyond First Aid and
does not employ medical staff.  If any medical attention is needed, it will
be provided by local facilities and will be at the student’s expense.
Experience NZ is not responsible for the quality of care received or liable
for any costs or losses incurred due to medical expenses incurred while
on a trip or activity.

9.  You will be held responsible for any damage or costs incurred as a result of
your actions which require excess cleaning fees or repairs needed for any
accommodation used on a trip or activity.

10.  Experience NZ recommends that you take out insurance cover for medical
expenses, personal accidents, money, and public liability before starting a
trip or activity with Experience NZ. Experience NZ recommends that you
ensure your insurance covers all activities and trips you intend to engage
in (as some insurance policies will not cover adventure activities).

11.  Experience NZ may, at its discretion, decline a registration or remove
from a trip or activity any student who cannot or will not comply with the
Experience NZ terms and conditions.

12.  You agree not to hold Unitec, its employees, or its partners or contractors,
responsible for any harm to your person, or damage to your property that
may result from your participation in an Experience NZ event.

13.  You agree to conform with appropriate standards of behaviour at all times.

14.  You agree to follow the directions and instructions of the Experience NZ or
Kiwiana Tours event organisers.

15. You agree not to endanger your own safety or the safety of others.

16.  You agree that Experience NZ may photograph, video or otherwise record
you and agree that any such recordings may be used for promotion,
education, advertisement or any other purpose we deem appropriate.
You waive all rights to any such recordings and waive any claims or
liability arising from the use of the recordings.




